Press Release

47th National Service Scheme (NSS) day was observed with fervor and gaiety in Indira Gandhi National
Tribal University (IGNTU). The programme was chaired by the Honourable Vice Chancellor Professor
Tejasvi Venkat Kattimani. Office bearers of NSS IGNTU unit were present dais namely Dr. Mohan Lal
Chadhar (Coordinator), Dr. Hareet Kumar Meena (Program officer), Dr. R. Hariharan (Program Officer),
Dr. Sunita Minz (Program Officer), Mr. Sudesh Kumar (Program Officer) and Mr. Shivaji Chaudhry
(Program Officer). More than 100 students participated from different faculties of IGNTU in the old
seminar hall of the university. The programme began with lighting of lamp by the Honourable Vice
Chancellor and all officers this was followed by Saraswati Vandana. Ms. Shruti Aggarwal showed her
innovative skills to make useful products out of waste material and her works were praised by the
Honourable Vice Chancellor and audience. The students of NSS made the occasion very special by
presenting their vibrant views on occasion of NSS day. IGNTU Coordinator NSS Dr.Mohan Lal Chadhar
spoke about the importance of the NSS day and how youth are its integral part. This was followed by
film show on last 2 years activity prepared by Mr. Pawan Motwani (Department of Computer Science) a
short film on NSS activities in Kerala was also shown. Honourable Vice Chancellor talked about his harsh
life in past and how he applied the principles on NSS to come out of it, he also cited about his unique
way to recycle waste material. The Vice Chancellor also encouraged the youths to come forward in a
positive way and help build their society and national at large, he also distributed 10 certificates to NSS
Cadets. This was followed by Debate competition and 17 participants put forward their views on the
occasion. A colourful cultural programme was held from 4 pm-5 pm where the participants showcased
their talent by poetry, shayari, songs and dances. The programme concluded by inspiring thoughts
presented by Dr. Hareet Kumar Meena and Dr. Mohan Lal Chadhar.
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